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Abstract
The presence of fractures within the cemented column of a well could potentially
aggravate the chemical degradation of cement during geological carbon sequestration,
especially under dynamic flowing conditions of carbonated brine. The integration of reactive
transport and the representation of fracture geometry and flow field complexity is critical for
an accurate evaluation on wellbore cement integrity, while this integration is still missing in
many numerical simulators.
The present work consists of a numerical study to investigate the influence of fracture
geometry and flow field representation on the numerical prediction of chemical degradation
of wellbore cement in the presence of a single, highly conductive, rough-walled fracture. The
fracture structure and flowing conditions used are based on laboratory data of an eight-day
core-flood experiment of carbonated brine through a fractured composite cement-rock core.
The three-dimensional fracture structure was obtained from microtomography imaging and
used in the calculation of the fracture flow field using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to
honor the complex fracture geometry. Later, a series of reactive transport models of cement
degradation were built with different simplifications of the fracture geometry and flow field
to investigate the impact of the flow field complexity on the predicted cement degradation
and property evolution. Results from this work demonstrate that fracture geometry and flow
field complexity have a dominant impact on cement property evolution. In the model with the
best representation of the fracture geometry and flow field, the total average porosity within
cement zones increases from 15% to 20%, while the simplest model reaches a maximum
average porosity of 16% with shallower acid penetration. Changes in CO2–brine injection
flow rate were found to shift the chemical degradation of cement from pore closure (fracture
healing) to self-limiting gapping of apertures. Comparison of cement evolution predictions
also suggests that two-dimensional reactive flow models of fractured cement with a smoothwall, cubic law assumption for the fracture flow field are likely to underestimate cement
degradation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The corrosive effect of CO2-containing fluids on wellbore and surrounding reservoir
rocks is a major concern in CO2-EOR (carbon dioxide enhancement oil recovery) and carbon
sequestration. The water presence in formation and injected fluids often produce high
concentration of carbon acid near injection well, causing strong alternation of cement, nearwellbore formation and caprock (Duguid 2009). Such effect could weaken rock and cement
strength (Mason et al, 2013; Walsh et al, 2013; Gherardi and Audigane, 2013), and induce
various leakage pathways among cement, casing, abandoned well plugs and the interfaces
between these structures (Um et al, 2014; Rutqvist, 2012; Cao et al, 2013; Sauki and Irawan,
2010; Wigand et al, 2009; Huet et al, 2009). Some common engineering measures to
minimize cement degradation due to carbonation is to include acid-resistant components into
the cement mix or dissolve them in the injected fluids (Carey 2013; Barlet-Gouédard et al,
2007; Noik and Rivereau 1999; Bruckdorfer, 1986). These measures have shown to be
effective in preventing cement degradation for more than 20 years (Carey 2013; Carey et al,
2007; Bruckdorfer, 1986), but their resilience over longer time scales, e.g. hundreds of years,
is less certain. Chemical degradation of wellbore cement over extended time scales, relevant
to geosequestration, may compound to significant alteration of cement sealing quality
(Duguid 2009).
Wellbore cement is the primary barrier between the wellbore and the formation, and its
chemical degradation is crucial for a comprehensive evaluation on the CO2 leakage risk
during carbon sequestration. However, a consensus is far from reached on the chemical
process of degradation, due to the compound nature of cement composition and complex
structure of void space in cement. The degradation process of widely used Portland class G
and H cement involves the strong coupling among reactive transport, subsurface flow field,
and evolution of cement composition and pore structure. Generally, three groups of chemical
reactions are involved on different stages during degradation (Connell et al., 2012; Sauki and
Irawan, 2010): (1) CO2 dissolution and aqueous species equilibrium between predominately
2−
2+
H + , CO2 (aq), HCO2−
3 , CO3 , Ca , other dissolved gas, mineral and acid ion species (Brunet

et al, 2013; Carey and Lichter 2011); (2) production of amorphous silica gel and calcite; (3)
dissolution of formed calcite and original calcium hydroxide in the final stage. Many studies
have revealed that during the above processes, the rate and equilibrium of mineral
dissolution-precipitation reactions are usually strongly influenced by the environment and
1

initial properties of cement (Brunet et al, 2013; Sauki and Irawan, 2010; Rimmeléet al,
2008). On one hand, amorphous silica and calcite could fill the pores within the cement
matrix, sealing the fractures and generating rough walls produced in step (2) (Newell et al,
2013; Carey and Lichter, 2011; Crow et al, 2009; Brandvoll et al, 2009). On the other hand,
in step (3) conductive pores and fractures are enlarged and in return aggravate the transport,
keeping the dissolved mineral concentration from reaching equilibrium (Nasvi et al, 2013;
Brunet et al, 2013; Cao et al., 2013). Such complexity usually results in the strong spatial and
temporal variation of mineral distribution and porosity during cement degradation, thus
increasing the difficulty of risk assessment.
An increasing number of researchers are focusing on the degradation of fractured cement
under CO2 exposure. Since cementing process is sometimes abrupt and cement could
undergo complex chemical degradation during hydrocarbon recovery, small fractures and
cement-formation interfacial apertures could occur in cement as defects, thus reducing the
sealing quality. The results on fractured cement degradation are two-fold. On one hand,
various efforts on field observing, experimental and numerical analysis (Carey 2013;
Rutqvist 2012; Zhang and Bachu 2011; Watson and Bachu, 2009; Barlet-Gouédard and
Rimmelé, 2007) have proved that cement with good quality can be performed as an excellent
barrier between formation and casing tube in long term. The permeability of good quality
cement is on a scale of nanodarcy level. During cement degradation, the dissolution of
minerals is impeded by the precipitation of calcite inside the pore, and amphibious silica
forms a rough wall along the aperture on cement-formation interface (Opedal et al, 2014;
Mason and Frane et al, 2013; Brunet et al, 2013; Loizzo, 2013; Carey et al, 2007). Though
the permeability of good quality cement increases in some reservoir conditions such as high
injection rate and continuous supply of acid materials, it never exceeds 0.1mD as an
acceptable degree of alternation. On the other hand, the effect of fractures within fractured
cement and along interface on cement degradation still remains in dispute. Some researchers
have observed significant self-sealing results under lower flow rate of CO2 saturated brine
(<0.02ml/min) or with narrower (<1mm) and planar apertures (Newell and Carey, 2013;
Brunet et al, 2013;Wigand et al, 2009; Liteanu and Spiers, 2009; Bachu and Bennion, 2008).
In these cases, both calcite and amphibious silica precipitate as barrier for deeper penetration
of acid and impede further dissolutions. Many other cases with the increasing of aperture size
(Luquot, 2013) or the flow rate (Huerta et al, 2013) show that no significant permeability
2

change are observed even when the cement undergoes decalcifiation due to the existence of
rough wall of amphibious silica along fractures. Some core flooding experiments (Cao et al.,
2013; Walsh et al., 2013; Wenning et al, 2013; Wigand et al, 2009) conducted under higher
flow rates, large aperture and complex geometry of fracture, revealed that significant
corrosion of cement zone is possible, still with self-limiting behavior observed.
Though without consensus on fractured cement degradation, two agreements have been
reached: (1) fractures within cement could dominate the flow within fracture, thus
influencing the reactive transport within porous zones of cement; (2) the existence of defects
could allow much higher flow rates within fractured cement, thus flow rate has become
critical to the behavior of cement void space during degradation process (Carey, 2013). With
these considerations, a few simulations have been conducted to analyze the flow field within
fracture, such as Wigand et al (2009) and Um et al (2014). These results have shown the
significant influence of reaction on the flow fields. Yet, the inverse influence has not been
fully examined, that how flow field and fracture geometry could affect cement degradation.
Furthermore, the flow models above are either conducted in two-dimensional models, or
based on cubic law which is potentially an oversimplified assumption not applicable to nonDarcy flow with complex fracture geometry. In a word, the effect of complex fracture
geometry and flow field on cement degradation under high flow rates, dynamic CO2-brine
flow condition remains to be further understood - not only with realistic representation of
fracture and flow field, but also with coupled simulation between reactive transport and them.
In this research, numerical analysis on fractured cement degradation has been conducted
based on the core-flooding experimental data of Cao et al. (2013), as shown in Figure 1. The
complex geometry of fracture within fractured cement has been fully represented, and flow
field is calculated through computational flow dynamics (CFD) instead of cubic law.
Reactive transport simulation of cement degradation process is conducted with the flow field
and fracture geometry constraints. In order to investigate the effect of geometry and flow
field complexity, a comparative study was conducted between models with different levels of
simplification and different inlet flow rates. Also, a comparison between simulation results
and experiment data has been applied to evaluate model validity. The accuracy is impeded by
the limitation of accessible reactive transport simulator. However, this study has revealed that
the complexity of flow field and fracture geometry (Cao et al., 2013) have a strong impact on
3

fractured cement degradation, and a full three-dimensional reactive transport simulator
coupled with CFD is necessary for a better assessment on cement degradation.

Figure 1. (A) The original CT image of the fractured cement of the experiment conducted by Cao et
al. (2013) before coreflooding, where a large, irregular fracture propagate along the cement core with high
flow rate (2ml/min) CO2-saturated brine imposed on the inlet. (B) CT image of the fractured cement after 8
days’ coreflooding, where the fracture volume became 8 times than initial.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. PROPERTIES OF OILWELL CEMENT
During carbon sequestration, cement slurry performs as both rock-casing binder and well
plug. Rock-casing is cemented during well completion, and well plug is injected into the
wellbore after the well is abandoned. They are produced by limestone and clay mixture under
high temperature and atmosphere pressure (Brunet 2013). Among various classes of cement,
Portland class G and H cement are most commonly used in hydrocarbon reservoirs, because
of their strength and bonding capacity (Taylor 1997).
Primarily, oilwell cement is composed of four compounds (Um et al, 2014; Brunet 2013;
Carey, 2013; Connell et al., 2012; Sauki and Irawan, 2010; Taylor 1997): tricalcium silicate
(Ca3SiO5), dicalcium silicate (Ca2SiO4), tricalcium aluminate (Ca3Al2O6) and
tetracalciumaluminoferrite (Ca4Al2Fe2O10), with minor components including free lime
(CaO), magnesia (MgO) and sulphur trioxide (SO3). When the cement is mixed with water,
its carbon-silicate (CS) composition reacts with water and converts into calcium-silicate
(CSH) and calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2. CSH is a compound paste of different calcium paste,
which comprises 60-70% of total mineral weight and responsible for the strength of hydrated
cement; calcium hydroxide (CH) mainly appears as polycrystalline portlandite in cement,
comprising about 15-20% total mineral weight of hydrated cement (Connell et al., 2012).
Though contributing less to cement strength, it could maintain the pH on a level of 12-14
within cement pores (Brunet et al., 2013; Carey, 2013). Under carbon acid impact, calcium
hydroxide is also the main reactant. Its dissolution within pores and on the fracture walls
could significantly change and heterogenize the chemo-poro properties of cement, resulting
in a typical degradation pattern (Smith and Walsh et al., 2014). This will be discussed in the
next subsection.
According to previous studies, the porosity of cement varies from 10% to 50%
depending on the pressure and temperature during cementing as well as the cooling process
(Connell et al., 2012; Taylor 1997). Though comparable with the porosity of high permeable
sandstone formation, the pore radius of cement ranges within 0.1-10 microns (Khatib and
Wright et al, 2012; Raoof and Nick et al, 2012). Under high cementing quality, the
permeability of cement is reported to be as low as 10-20 – 10-18 m2 (Nasvi et al, 2013; Jung and
Um, 2013; Brunet et al., 2013; Carey, 2013; Khatib and Wright et al, 2012; Shen, 1989;
5

Onan, 1984). In this situation, Darcy flow within cement is often neglected under common
reservoir condition (Carey et al., 2007; Crow et al, 2009).

2.2. CEMENT INTEGRITY AND CO2
The integrity of cement is highly affected by the chemical interaction among three
groups of components: original cement compositions (CH and CSH), carbon acid system
−
2+
(H + , CO2 , CO2−
3 , HCO3 , Ca ) and reaction product minerals (SiO2 , CaCO3 ). Comprehensive

core flooding experiments have been conducted to evaluate the permeability and porosity
evolution of well-cemented samples, such as Wigand et al. (2009), Kutchko et al (2011), and
Nasvi et al (2013). Whether the fluid is supercritical CO2 fluid or CO2-saturated brine on core
sample, most of the results show a general decreasing of cement permeability and porosity
under reservoir condition. Some cases under higher CO2 partial pressure or heterogeneous
porosity distribution (Barlet-Gouédard and Rimmelé, 2006, Kutchko et al, 2007; Rimmeléet
al, 2008) show limited porosity increase caused by the dissolution of calcite, in which the
porosity could reach a maximum value. Nevertheless, all the cases above indicate that
equilibrium of mineral reactions as well as dissolution-precipitation rate could be reached on
the time scale from day to month, with various degree of penetration from aqueous area to
unreacted zone no faster than 10um/day as a prediction of 30 years’ acid exposure.
Cement usually degrade in a typical pattern and forms zonal distribution of various
mineral compositions and pore structures. According to many experimental studies (Kutchko
et al. 2007, 2008; Rimmeléet al. 2008; Wigand et al. 2009; Jung and Um 2013; Mason et al.
2013), the structure of degraded cement can be classified into three zones between carbon
acid source and the unaltered area: (1) porous silica zone with calcite fully depleted, near the
acid source; (2) fully carbonate zone where the dissolution and precipitation of calcite is the
dominate mineral reaction; (3) portlandite depleted zone, near the unaltered cement. Many
numerical studies on reactive transport have solidified the above experimental results. Carey
et al (2007) demonstrated that vast calcite is the main product of cement due to its high
reaction rate than CSH. Calcite in the zone (2) performs as a barrier to prevent penetration of
acid into unaltered cement. It has higher molar volume than portlandite (33.2 cm3/mole to
26.2cm3/mole), and pore scale modeling (Raoof et al, 2012) supports the experimental
observation that calcite precipitation fill the void space from within cement and contribute to
the porosity and permeability decrease (Carey 2013; Cornell et al, 2013). On the other hand,
6

dissolution of calcite could also occur under abundant supply of carbon acid and transit into
calcium bicarbonate aqueous species (Brunet et al, 2013). Another mineral composition
contributes to self-limiting behavior of cement is the amorphous silica precipitated on the
calcite depleted zone. It is less soluble than calcite, filling the rough pores and forming a
stable, rough wall on the surface area of cement void space (both pores and fractures). This
could significantly prevent flow and acid penetration into unaltered cement (Kutchko et al.
2007; Carey et al, 2007).

2.3. CEMENT INTEGRITY AND DEFECTS
Above studies have shown that significant damage of cement integrity cannot be
achieved without defects, interfaces, or mechanically induced damaged zones (Carey, 2013).
Cement with good quality could effectively prevent acid penetration for the ultra-tiny pore
size and nanodarcy-level permeability. When supercritical phase exists, it could also act as a
capillary barrier (Onan 1984; Carey and Lichter 2011; Zhang and Bachu, 2011; Crow 2009).
Only the existence of fracture could potentially keep a low pH by inducing advection of acid
into cements, aggravating dissolution of calcite and silica, or preventing mineral reactions
from reaching equilibrium.
Reactive transport could be complicated by the geometry of defect and advection.
Relatively few studies on geochemical simulation have examined the advection transport in
cement fractures, and the reaction kinetics are usually primitive. Yet some noticeable
discoveries have been achieved. The reactive transport results of Huet et al (2011) show that
the transport of aqueous phase during cement degradation cannot be neglected in some cases,
which have contrasted the indications of some experiments in the previous subsection. A few
flow field numerical studies on large cement fractures with complex geometry are conducted,
such as the two-dimensional cross-section analysis by Wigand et al (2009) and full threedimensional fracture representation of Um et al (2014). Both of the studies have achieved
two important conclusions: (1) the laminar flow within fracture is significant when flow
velocity is high; (2) the flow field can change significantly corresponding to the fracture
evolution during cement degradation. The experiment of Wenning et al (2009) supports the
conclusions above by showing that the reacted flow within fracture could concentrate on
15%-40% of the initial flow path.
7

The flow field inside fractured cement need to be represented by more accurate flow
dynamics models. Currently, the fracture flow in many reactive transport simulators are
based on cubic law such as CrunchFlow, PFLOTRAN, ToughReact and PHREEQRC. With
Darcy flow assumption, cubic law is applied to calculate hydraulic conductivity of channel
fracture based on the approximate solution of steady state, Newtonian Naiver-Stokes
equation. Studies in flow dynamics have proven that it is only applicable with nearly planar
fracture geometry and low flow velocity (Oron and Brian, 1998; Zeng and Grigg, 2006).
Various analytical solutions show that the Reynolds number of the entire fracture space
should be less than 1-10 or the Forchhelmer number is more than 1.30 (Ranjith and Viete,
2011), otherwise non-Darcian flow will occur in the area, probably resulting in the deviation
of reactive transport model from reality.
Because of significant advection in reactive transport, defected and poorly-cemented
cements are more likely to undergo deeper and faster alternation under the exposure of
underground CO2 fluid, especially under dynamic flow condition (Carey, 2013). Yet, much
remains in dispute on whether cement integrity can be impeded, how and why. Core-flooding
experiments have been conducted within fractured cements or cement-formation cores with
interfacial aperture (Wenning et al, 2009; Bachu and Bennion, 2009; Wigand et al, 2009;
Liteanu and Spiers, 2011; Huerta et al, 2013; Mason et al, 2013; Walsh et al, 2013; Brunet et
al, 2013; Cao et al, 2014; Luquot et al, 2013;Smith et al, 2014; Newell and Carey, 2014; Jung
et al, 2014; Ozyurtkan and Radonjic, 2014). Generally, fractures within cement would behave
following properties: (1) self-sealing, during which the precipitation of calcites dominates the
reactive transport and the roughness of amphibious silica contribute to the closing of
fractures (Wenning et al, 2009; Bachu and Bennion, 2009; Wigand et al, 2009; Liteanu and
Spiers, 2011; Huerta et al, 2013; Mason et al, 2013; Walsh et al, 2013; Newell and Carey,
2014; Luquot et al, 2013; Smith et al, 2014; Jung et al, 2014) (2) self-limiting, during which
the total permeability could increase with the continuous dissolution of portlandite and
calcite, yet the dissolution rate will decrease and equilibrium will reach after a certain period
(Cao et al, 2013; Brunet et al, 2013; Luquot et al, 2013; Ozyurtkan and Radonjic, 2014). In
some of the experiments where fractures are sealed at the end of CO2 –saturated brine
injection, a short periods of fracture opening can be observed before the total sealing process,
usually lasting from days to weeks. (Wenning et al, 2009; Walsh et al, 2013; Newell and
Carey, 2014).
8

The experiments above are conducted under different conditions, and it is difficult to
summarize the time scale and extent of degradation degree. However, two noticeable factors
contribute to the difference in the above results: fracture geometry and flow rate. In most
cases, the average apertures of cement and interfacial apertures are less than 0.05 mm (Carey
2013) with flow rate less than 0.2ml/min, which could represent the potential maximum
damage of cement in some carbon sequestration sites (Carey et al, 2007; McNab and Carroll,
2011). However according to the result of Luquot et al (2013), fracture opening is possible
with an average aperture larger than 0.05mm and flow rate of 2ml/min. In the experiments of
Mason et al. (2013) of Walsh et al. (2013), a textured interface by sandblasting with beads is
created, and an initial dissolution of surface is observed before the permeability decreased
with a two order magnitude change (Carey, 2013). Similar case is also observed in the
cement-basalt interfacial aperture study of Um et al (2013), though after three months the
fracture is finally filled with calcite. Cao et al. (2013) created an irregular annulus interfacial
aperture between cement and sandstone using nitrogen pump. With a flow rate of 2ml/min,
the volume of fracture increased 8 times within 8 days’ CO2-saturated brine flooding with a
decreasing speed of fracture opening. With sufficient supply of dissolved CO2 as well as
maintaining a stable low pH environment, it is possible to push the equilibrium state to the
side of mineral dissolution by flooding away the products, even without significant defects
(Duguid, 2004).
There are currently a few reactive transport studies of CO2 and brine flow-through
defects or interfaces. Gherardi and Audigane (2013) examined cement alternation process
with the existence of formation or caprock on wellbore scale. Results show that with
caprock-cement interface, cement porosity and permeability could increase under dualporosity system, and the existence of defect could aggravate the corrosion. As for amphibious
silica, an analytical analysis shows that the dissolution of silica can be neglected when
advection is the dominant transport process (Yang, 2012). In a formation-cement model with
planar aperture of Cao et al. (2016), nearly 50% of the fracture volume has been filled with
calcite after 190 hours of flooding, under constant pressure difference. Still, no reactive
transport simulation based on the accurate flow field with fracture have been conducted, with
complex fracture geometry and various flow rate.

9

Our study aims at understanding the cement degradation process under different flow
conditions, with the existence of large, irregular interfacial fracture. Numerical study will be
conducted based on the core-flooding experimental results of Cao et al. (2013). It is
necessary to investigate how the representation of flow field and defect will affect the
reactive transport process. Various flow rates will also be examined to observe the fracture
and cement behavior.
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3. OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this work is to understand the influence of fracture geometry and flow
field representation on the numerical prediction of chemical degradation in fractured
wellbore cement under different CO2-brine injection flow rates. To achieve this, this research
has given answers to the following questions:
a)

How applicable is the cubic law to represent fracture flow?

b) How sensitive is the chemical degradation process to the complexity of fracture and
flow field?
c)

How does volumetric flow rate (injection rate) affect fractured cement degradation

under different flow rates?
This study was conducted in three steps: (1) simulating the single-phase flow within the
fracture of fractured cement with computational flow dynamics (CFD); (2) coupling chemical
reaction with flow field to study the sensitivity of degradation to the complexity of flow field
and fracture geometry; (3) investigating the effect of flow rate and how it affects degradation
in the presence of complex fracture geometry. The fractures in the models are built based on
CT data representing the fracture opening during fractured cement core-flooding experiment
under dynamic flow condition (Cao et al, 2013). Dimensionless analysis of flow within the
fracture has been conducted to examine the validity of cubic law. Since full threedimensional reactive transport simulator with capacity of updating imported flow field is not
currently available, reactive transport models with three different levels of geometric and
flow field simplifications named “Pseudo-3D” “2D” and “channel” model have been
constructed on two-dimensional plane by the projection and width-averaging of original
fracture geometry. Through comparative analysis, this work has investigated the sensibility
of cement degradation on fracture and flow complexity. Also, the flow field is assumed to be
fixed for the limitation of simulator. Various injection flow rates of CO2-saturated brine were
imposed on these models to examine the behavior of pores and fractures within fractured
cement. In the end, the validity of cement degradation models was examined by comparing
simulation results with experimental data.
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4. METHODOLOGY
The reactive transport models are constructed based on the core-flooding experiment of
Cao et al (2013). The core sample is shown in Figure 2A, composed with annulus nonreactive formation rocks and cement in the center. A large axial fracture with complex
geometry propagates inside the cement and penetrate from inlet to the outlet. This core
underwent 8 days’ high-rate (2ml/min) CO2-saturated brine flooding. During this process,
both the geometry of fracture and the chemo-poro properties of cement were significantly
changed. The opening of fracture was observed by X-ray Micro-CT scanning, and
represented by the segmented CT data, in other words, three-dimensional binary matrix.
However, the evolution of cement porous zone was not able to be observed due to the
limitation of available equipment at that time. Thus, through computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) and reactive transport simulation, cement degradation will be quantitatively modeled
and analyzed in this work.

Figure 2. (A) X-ray microtomography orthoslices of composite rock core with fractured cement plug
in the central column (Cao et al, 2013); (B) Digital reconstruction of the fracture void volume (836mm3)
and overall topology; (C) CAS rendering of the fracture geometry (lower 42mm only).

The constructed fracture geometry is meshed and imported into FLUENT to calculate
the flow velocity field. It will be further imported into CrunchFlow to conduct reactive
12

transport simulation. The change of chemical and physical properties of cement will also be
investigated. A variation of flow rate will be imposed to examine the different chemo-poro
behavior of fracture and cement zone, including mineral compositions, pH and porosity.
Numerical simulation of reactive transport in fracture/cement area is challenging since it
is an integration of fracture geometry construction, flow dynamics, and species transport in
both fracture and porous cement zone. All of the aspects above undergo dynamic change
during cement alternation. Unfortunately, few approaches are currently available to couple all
the process together and model them (Carey, 2013). Due to this limitation, some of the
dynamic process above have to be assumed static, for example the fracture geometry domain.
Conclusively, our model is based on several simplifications:
(1) The fracture geometry remains fixed, which is deviant from the result of Cao et al
(2013) and many other experimental studies (Wenning et al, 2009; Bachu and
Bennion, 2009; Wigand et al, 2009; Liteanu and Spiers, 2011; Huerta et al, 2013;
Mason et al, 2013; Walsh et al, 2013; Brunet et al, 2013; Cao et al, 2014; Luquot et
al, 2013;Smith et al, 2014; Newell and Carey, 2014; Jung et al, 2014; Ozyurtkan and
Radonjic, 2014).
(2) Formation area is ignored due to its low reactivity and negligible influence on the
flow within fracture-cement area.
(3) The flow field within fracture is assumed to be steady state during the whole
simulation, which is deviant from some conclusions of previous numerical studies
(Wigand et al, 2009; Wenning et al, 2009; Huet et al, 2011; Um et al, 2014).
(4) Advection within cement is ignored and species transport is assumed to be diffusioncontrolled since cement permeability is extra low (Carey 2013; Brunet et al, 2013).
(5) The reactive transport simulation is two-dimensional as the fracture is projected on
an axial plane.
The reason of applying (3) and (5) is CrunchFlow’s limitation on configuring initial
conditions, and its incapability of three-dimensional simulation on a large time scale. It is
impossible to update complex flow field and geometry imported from CFD software. For
simplification purpose, we reduced the geometric complexity and developed three twodimensional models for comparison: simple channel, 2D fracture and pseudo-3D models.
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These models are based on the different simplicity of projected fracture geometry and flow
field. Comparative study will be conducted on the simulation results in order to evaluate the
effect of geometric complexity on cement degradation. Details will be illustrated in the
following subsections.

4.1 THREE-DIMENSIONAL FRACTURE CONSTRUCTION
An integration of MATLAB code and Solidwork was conducted to transform segmented
CT data into smooth, continuous CAD fracture surfaces. These fracture surfaces will be
meshed and loaded into FLUENT to conduct CFD simulation.
As Figure 3 shows, the voxel data of CT fracture image can be represented by a threedimensional binary matrix, where the “1” represents fracture space and “0” means the cement
or formation. The CT spatial resolution (size of voxels) is 45um×45um×48um. The original
size of the matrix is with 498×498×1601, which means 1601 cross-sectional slices with
498*498 voxels for each slice (Cao et al, 2013). Since the actual core sample is 30.48cm long
with 10.16 cm formation diameter and 1.27cm cement diameter (Cao et al, 2013), we assume
that voxels in the matrix represent either cement or fracture.

Figure 3. Point cloud of fracture and refinement of CT segmented data, represented by 3D binary
matrix. (A) Original, 498×498×1601; (B) Upscaled, 75×75×80; (C) Extracted main fracture.

The original fracture space contains 11013582 elements of the matrix. It needs to be
upscaled and refined since the original data is too large for computational purpose. Also,
small disconnected parts exists and need to be removed. Applying the scripts in MATLAB,
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the original matrix is upscaled to a size of 75*75*80. The upscaling is processed with default
tricubic interpolation method in MATLAB, which could obtain a smoother transformation
image than trilinear interpolation. With upscaled matrix shown in Figure 3B, the main
fracture composed of 3966 elements is extracted as Figure 3C shows.
After the process above, the refined geometric information in matrix should be further
reorganized in order to be imported into geometry builders (e.g., preprocessor of simulators
and CAD tools), because the geometric parameters in those geometric builders are vectorbased data rather than grid-based. A three-step approach was applied as shown in Figure 4 to
generate a series of cross-sectional boundaries based on CT slices. First, fracture boundary
elements of each cross section were extracted in MATLAB, shown as the point cloud data in
Figure 4A. Second, by applying Delaunay triangulation method, potential edges were
generated (Figure 4B, C), and filtered by their length to obtain a most possible image of cross
section. Finally, the edges inside the entire shape were removed, then a TCL script file based
on the remained edges could be generated, and further imported into the geometry builder, in
this case Solidworks (Figure 5A). All the cross sections could be generated by looping this
process on the 80 cross sections. However, the deviation of from actual geometry is
inevitable for the difficult nature of transforming raster data into vector format. On the other
hand, while this algorithm neglected the dead-end branches that contribute little to the
fracture flow field, small holes on the axial direction were also simplified and connected.
During this process, the surface area of fracture was reduced as well as the reaction surface
for cement degradation.

Figure 4. Illustration of cross section generation. (A) Point cloud representation of cross section (the
inlet); (B) Delaunay-triangulated data; (C) Final shape, redundant edges are removed.
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Nevertheless, a readable contour profile of fracture geometry is obtained (Figure 5B).
Based on these curves, lofting method in SolidWork is applied to form a continuous, smooth
fracture surface (Figure 5C). Only the first 42 cross-sectional curves (42 mm long in actual
size) are used from the inlet cross sections, because the geometry of the other part is not
annulus, which is neither representative in practice nor easy to be meshed. Finally, the
extracted fracture is meshed in ICEM-CFD, generating a high quality meshed profile with
1045166 cells (Figure 5D).

Figure 5. Three-dimensional illustration of fracture mesh construction. (A) Inlet cross section; (B)
Fracture cross sections; (C) Lofted fracture, only the lower part (0 - 42mm) is constructed; (D) Meshed
fracture.

Fracture surface construction is a balance between the demand of preserving original
geometry and capacity of geometry builders. Beside of the difficulty vectoring point cloud
data and the other errors mentioned above, lofting method only allows closed sections with
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same topology. Also, many simulators cannot preserve the exact geometry when importing
CAD models, usually causing errors such as inter-sections and open holes. The effect of such
bugs could be more common in the meshing step. According to our experience, the lofting
quality of SolidWork is better than ICEM-CFD and AutoCAD, and the geometry can be
saved in various formats that could be identified by different solvers. COMSOL is more
compatible with various geometry builders than FLUENT, though the functions of its own
geometry builder is limited and executed in low speed and memory efficiency. ICEM-CFD is
a flexible preprocessor and highly compatible with FLUENT, but it usually cause error when
constructing complex geometry, and the mesh module is relatively unstable.

4.2 COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
4.2.1 Model Description
In our models, flow in fracture area was modeled by CFD in order to examine whether
cubic law is a proper simplification in our model and provide the initial condition for reactive
transport. Flow within adjacent cement and formation could be properly expressed by
Darcy’s law. However, the fluid transport within porous zone is obviously insignificant in
our case. Thus, we assume that there is no fluid exchange between porous zone and fracture,
and the density is assumed to be constant since the low concentration of
precipitated/dissolved species cause little impact on fluid mass. The CO2-saturated brine flow
in the fracture can be mathematically expressed by single-phase incompressible NavierStokes equation
𝜌𝑢 ∙ 𝛻𝑢 = 𝜇𝛻 2 𝑢 − 𝛻𝑝

(1)

where u is the velocity vector, 𝜌 is brine density (1% NaCl, 1.059kg/l according to Duan et
al, 2006), 𝜇 is viscousity, p is pressure. The CFD simulation results of brine flow within
reaction based on actual volumetric flow rate (2ml/min) is shown in Figure 6, where flow
velocity is the largest in large aperture zones. The boundary conditions of this model are set
to be constant flow velocity on the inlet and outflow on the outlet, where the flow velocity is
the volumetric injection flow rate averaged by inlet surface area. Velocities on the walls are
set to be zero. The relative residual of simulation is less than 10-8 and material balance check
has reached 10-15kg/s to guarantee the convergence and accuracy of calculation results.
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Though some previous studies have indicated that chemical reactions can change the flow
pattern of brine (Wigand et al, 2009; Wenning et al, 2009; Huet et al, 2011; Um et al, 2014),
the laminar flow within model is assumed to be steady state due to the difficulty of coupling
two different simulators and representing the geometry alternation of fracture in CrunchFlow.
Accordingly, the flow equations were decoupled with reactive transport equations, and the
calculated velocity field will be further applied as constants. This could significant improve
the stability and speed of solution process in CrunchFlow while contributing to the deviation
from actual results.

Figure 6. Computed contours of local velocity in the modeled fracture (shown on cross section
planes), with average flow rate of 2ml/min in the axial Z direction.
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4.2.2 Applicability of Cubic Law through Dimensionless Analysis
The applicability of cubic law was examined in order to demonstrate the validity and
necessity of importing flow field. This is critical since replacing cubic law with CFD
simulation is a major concern in reactive transport simulation. With the calculated flow field
shown in Figure 6, Reynolds number of flow in the fracture could be obtained by following
formula:
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑣𝐷𝐻
𝜇

(2)

where v is the average velocity of the inlet, 𝜌 is brine density, μ is viscousity, DH is the
hydraulic diameter of fracture. In our case the hydraulic diameter is
𝐷𝐻 =

4𝑉
𝐴

(3)

where V is the volume of fracture and A is the surface area of the inlet. As a result the
Reynolds number is approximately 4.32 in the fracture model. According to previous studies
on the effect of fracture geometry (Oron and Brian, 1998; Zeng and Grigg, 2006; Ranjith and
Viete, 2011), the maximum Re value that could guarantee cubic law’s applicability ranges
from 1 to 10. These studies are mostly based on two-dimensional analysis, and threedimensional fractures usually have more complex surface structure and turtuosity. Thus,
maximum Re to keep cubic law valid in three-dimensional systems should be smaller.
Implementing N-S equations within CrunchFlow is currently not feasible. As a conservative
evaluation, the CFD results should be imported into the reactive transport model in order to
obtain a better representation of the flow field.
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4.3 SIMPLIFICATION OF FLOW FIELD
Full three-dimensional reactive transport model is unable to be constructed in the
reactive transport simulator CrunchFlow, thus the simplification of three-dimensional flow
field is inevitable in this work. CrunchFlow contains two main solvers: GIMRT and OS3D.
The GIMRT solver is based on fully implicit scheme that can support large time step, but
currently only supports models less than two dimensions. OS3D could support threedimensional simulation, unfortunately it is based on time-splitting explicit scheme and unable
to simulate reactive transport on the scale of 8 days with acceptable stability and speed.
(Steelfel, 2010)

4.3.1 Construction of Two-Dimensional Geometries with Planar Projection
An attempt to preserve the original accuracy of fracture geometry and flow fields in a
two dimensional reactive transport model was pursued. The simplification process is
generally based on the projection of original fracture on a plane vertical to Y axis. Only the
refined slices from 1 to 42mm on the axial direction are used, represented by a 75×75×42
binary matrix generated through the processes shown in Figure 4 and 5. The reason of
abandoning the lower part of fracture has been explained in subsection 4.1.
This projection method was operated with scripts in MATLAB as illustrated by Figure 7.
All the void elements were summed up on the Y dimension of the 3D binary matrix to
generate a projected, two-dimensional shape for simplification purpose. The projected 2D
fracture retains the maximum profile of original fracture, since all the elements where void
space once exists in the original fracture on Y axis become fracture elements in 2D model.
The related MATLAB scripts are attached in Appendix A.
A control model is necessary for comparison purpose, since geometric complexity could
be a main factor on reactive transport simulation. As shown in Figure 7B, a channel fracture
with average aperture width of the projected one was constructed based on the twodimensional fracture. Apparently, this model could acquire a typical channel flow velocity
field. Thus the reactive transport models could be developed to analyze the influence of
geometric complex on cement degradation. This will be discussed in the next subsection.
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Figure 7. (A) Schematic of projecting three-dimensional fracture geometry on Y plane; (B) the
construction of projected fracture on the left and channel fracture with averaged aperture on the right for
comparison study. The two-dimensional geometries are represented by voxel matrix.

4.3.2 Construction of Two-Dimensional Flow Fields
The original flow field should also be projected in accordance with the projected fracture
geometry. The projected fracture geometry is shown in Figure 8A. To project velocity field
calculated in subsection 4.2 while preserving the original quality as much as possible, a twostep method is applied: first, the velocities in the X, Y and Z directions were separately
interpolated from the unstructured mesh in FLUENT to the refined fracture matrix in
MATLAB, generating three correlated velocity matrixes; then, the matrixes were collapsed in
the same way as the projection method in subsection 4.3.1. While the velocity in the Y
direction were ignored, velocities in the X and Z directions were summed along Y direction,
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in order to represent the equivalent flow rate. The reactive transport model based on this
velocity field will be referred as “pseudo-3D” model, as shown in Figure 8A.
One of the objective is to investigate the influence of fracture geometric complexity on
cement degradation. Also, the validity of this projection method remains to be examined.
Two other models named “2D” and “simple channel” model were constructed for comparison
purpose, with simplified fracture geometry and flow field. The 2D model is shown in Figure
8C. Its fracture geometry is same with pseudo-3D model, but the velocity field is directly
calculated on the projected plane rather than original fracture. The volumetric flow rate on
the inlet, accordingly, is also equivalent to the original. The simple channel model is shown
in Figure 8D. It is based on the channel geometry shown in subsection 4.3.1, with equivalent
volumetric flow rate as well. In simple channel model, velocity field could be derived from
the analytical solution of steady state Newtonian N-S equations. It has a parabolic velocity
profile. The simple channel model could be used to check the validity of reactive transport
kinetics by comparing with numerical work on cement degradation conducted Brunet et al
(2013), where the evolution of cement with channel aperture is numerically investigated and
matched the base case experiment of Kutchko (2007) with high consistency. This will be
discussed in section 5.2.

Figure 8. (A) Two-dimensional geometric domain of the reactive transport model, where yellow zone
represents the projected fracture and grey zones represent cement; (B) Pseudo-3D model, with the threedimensional velocity field projected on the XZ plane (velocity in the Y direction is ignored) and
interpolated in the fracture zone; (C) 2D model, with the two-dimensional velocity field interpolated in the
fracture zone; (D) Simple channel model with parabolic velocity profile.
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4.4 REACTIVE TRANSPORT MODELING
In this work, cement degradation were modeled in the reactive transport simulator
CrunchFlow. The models were developed based on dynamic CO2-brine core flooding
experiment conducted by Cao et al (2013). The results has apparently contrasted previous
conclusions that the Portland Class H cement could retains its integrity even with the
existence of defect (Carey, 2013). CT analysis showed a significant increase of fracture
volume and smoothness, and some comparative studies have proven the final permeability of
defected core could be at least one order magnitude than initial within 8 days. As an
implementation of Cao’s observation on fracture and total permeability change, the reactive
transport in this work aims at revealing the chemical and porosity evolution that have
occurred during the core-flooding process.
With limited accessibility on CFD and reactive transport simulators as demonstrated in
the previous subsection, a simplified pseudo-3D model is developed to preserve the original
fracture and flow field as much as possible. Together with 2D and channel model (all defined
in subsection 4.3.2), comparative study on these models are built to investigate the effect of
various flow rate and the complexity of geometry and flow field on the evolution of cement
properties. Each of the three simplified models have 10 cases with different flow rates ranges
from 2×10-5 ml/min to 32ml/min, including the original flow rate (2ml/min). The cement
porosity, initial chemical composition of cement mineral and fluid are consistent with the
experiment of Cao et al (2013).
The validity of models in this work is a critical issue. While many simplification
methods are applied, the reactive kinetics, network and reactive transport equations are
similar to the numerical model of Cao et al., (2015) and Brunet et al (2013). This section
focuses on the governing equations and numerical method. In chapter 5 the validity of our
models and their deviation from experimental results will be demonstrated in detail.

4.4.1 Reactive Kinetics and Network
Reaction network within the cement-fracture zone is composed of aqueous complexation
reactions and mineral surface (dissolution-precipitation) reactions. In our model, aqueous
complexation reactions are assumed to be thermodynamically controlled, since the reaction
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rate is usually at least a thousand times faster than mineral reactions. Its time cost to reach
equilibrium can be ignored compared with the latter. As for the kinetically controlled mineral
reactions during cement alternation, the reaction rate on interface between cement minerals
and CO2-saturated brine is a function of surface area, pH value, and the equilibrium state of
reaction. The equilibrium state of a certain reaction decides either the minerals are dissolved
or precipitated. It is represented by the Ion Activity Product (IAP)
𝑁𝑐

𝐼𝐴𝑃 =

𝑣
∏ 𝑎𝑖 𝑖
𝑖=1

𝑁𝑐
𝑣

𝑣

= ∏ 𝛾𝑖 𝑖 𝐶𝑖 𝑖

(4)

𝑖=1

where 𝑁𝑐 is the number of aqueous species in reaction, ai is the activity of species that is
essentially the product of activity coefficient γi and aqueous concentration 𝐶𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 is the
stoichiometric coefficient. For reactive transport problem, a classical rate law is be applied to
represent the kinetics, which has the following form (Lasaga, 1998)
𝑅 = 𝐴𝑠 𝑘(𝑎𝐻+ )𝛼 (1 −

𝐼𝐴𝑃
)
𝐾𝑒𝑞

(5)

where R is the reaction rate (mol/s), As is the reactive surface area (m2), k is the rate
constant (mol/m2/s), aH+ is the activity of H+ (with no units), α is the parameter that
characterizes the rate dependency on H+ activity, Keq is the equilibrium constant, IAP is the
𝐼𝐴𝑃

Ion Activity Product defined above. The term (1 − 𝐾 ) is an indication of the reaction
𝑒𝑞

direction. When IAP is smaller than Keq, the reaction rate R is positive and therefore the
mineral is dissolving. In contrast, the mineral is oversaturated and precipitation occurs when
IAP is larger than Keq. Table 1 shows the reaction networks of our models. All the
thermodynamic parameters, kinetic rate k and pH coefficients are consistent with Cao et al.
(2013). These coefficients are imported from CrunchFlow database, which are interpolated
for a temperature of 25 °C and the EQ3/6 database and thermodynamics. The reactive surface
area was updated at each time step during the simulation according to the evolving volume
fraction and solid mass. Extended Debye-Huckel equations were used to take into account the
salinity effects.
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Table 1 - Reaction network for CO2-cement-fracture interactions, reaction thermodynamics, and
kinetics (Brunet et al, 2013)

4.4.2 Reactive Transport Equations
In CrunchFlow, the species transport equations in fracture have following form
𝑁𝑘

𝜕𝐶𝑖
+ 𝑢 ∙ ∇𝐶𝑖 − 𝐷𝑎,𝑖 ∇2 𝐶𝑖 = ∑ 𝑅𝑘,𝑖
𝜕t

(6)

𝑘=1

where 𝐶𝑖 is the species concentration of i, u is the vector velocity field, 𝐷𝑎𝑖 is the apparent
diffusitivity of i, 𝑅𝑘,𝑖 is each mineral reaction rate related to the i-th species. During the
interaction process of cement, fracture and CO2-saturated brine, the reactive transport process
cause evolution of porosity, surface area and diffusivity. The change of grid porosity ∅t
over time t depends on the volume fraction of each mineral composition ∅j,t
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡

∅t = 1 − ∑ ∅j,t

(7)

𝑗=1

and the mineral composition can be expressed by an integration of surface reaction rate on
time
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∅𝑗,𝑡 = ∅𝑗,0 −

𝜌𝑗
𝑅 (𝑡)∆𝑡
𝑀𝑗 𝑝,𝑖

(8)

where 𝜌𝑗 (g/m3) is the density and 𝑀𝑗 is molar mass (g/mol) of mineral composition. Since
the cement mineral reaction rate has the form shown in (5), the surface to volume ratio 𝐴𝑠,𝑖,𝑡
need to be updated for each time step, using following correlation with porosity
2

𝐴𝑠,𝑖,𝑡

∅𝑡 ∅𝑗,𝑡 3
= 𝐴𝑠,𝑖,0 ( ) (
)
∅0 ∅𝑗,0

(9)

where the zero index represents the initial time. Besides porosity and surface area, the values
of apparent diffusivities, 𝐷𝑎,𝑖 are functions of porosity. Archies’ law is used to describe their
relations
𝐷𝑎,𝑖,𝑡 = ∅𝑚
𝑡 𝐷𝑤

(10)

where 𝐷𝑎,𝑖,𝑡 is the diffusion coefficient (m2/s), Dw is the diffusion coefficient in water
(m2/s) and m is the cementation factor (𝑚 equals to 2.0 in this study). Values of Dw at 25 °C
were from Li and Gregory (1974) listed in Table 2.
Table 2 - Diffusion coefficients for chemical species at 25°C and 635psi (Li and
Gregory, 1974)
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4.4.3 Simulation Domain and Initial Condition
The chemical and physical parameters in this model were configured based on the actual
experimental condition of Cao et.al (2013), as shown in Table 3. Simulation domains of the
pseudo-3D, 2D and simple channel model are shown in Figure 8, as yellow zones
representing fracture (100% porosity with non-zero velocity) and grey zones representing
cements where the initial porosity is 15% and no flow. Flow-through CO2–saturated brine
contains 1% NaCl (0.17mol/L) as well as a total carbon concentration of 1.057mol/kg (Duan
et al, 2006), with an initial pH equal to 3.5. Portland cement is dominantly composed of a
mixture of portlandite (13% of total volume fraction) and CSH (72% of total volume
fraction), an amorphous solid phase with varying calcium/silicate ratios depending on
difference curing process. For simplification purpose, the CSH compound was assumed to
have common 1.8:1.0 Ca/Si ratio (Kutchko et al, 2007). Initial pH within cement zone is
12.49 with calcium concentration of 0.001mol/L.
The simulation was conducted in two dimension with a size of 23.2mm*42mm (crosssectional and axial direction), undergoes 8 days’ period. The domain consists of 75*42 grid
blocks with a resolution of 0.31mm*1.0 mm. The volumetric flow rates are listed in Table 4,
where 𝑄0 is the original flow rate and 𝑄 is the flow rate in the numerical cases.
Table 3 - Initial concentrations of primary species in cement core and CO2-saturated brine.
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Table 4 – Injected volumetric flow rates of CO2-saturated brine.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN SIMPLIFIED MODELS
This work aims at quantitatively investigating the influence of flow field complexity and
flow rate on the degradation of defected cement. A coupled CFD-reactive transport numerical
method has been applied to simulate the CO2-saturated brine core-flooding experiment
conducted by Cao et al. (2013). For comparison purpose, three types of two-dimensional
reactive transport models (Pseudo-3D, 2D and simple channel) are constructed through
different projection and simplification methods.
It is common that the numerical results are illustrated with an increasing order of model
complexity. In this work, however, the results are compiled with a comparative form among
channel flow, 2D and pseudo-3D models in order to demonstrate the complexity of our
problem. Also, the results are demonstrated in a reducing order of spatial dimension in
accordance with the simplification process. With such sequence of analysis, we hope the
numerical results could be generalized and applicable to reveal the reason behind divergent
results of previous studies conducted under different physical and chemical situations.

5.1.1 Two-Dimensional Evolution of Cement Porosity and pH
The pH and porosity evolution within the channel model, 2D model and pseudo-3D
models are shown in Figure 9-14. All the flow fields are computed with the volumetric flow
rate in Cao’s experiment as boundary condition. Results show significant influence of
geometry complexity and flow field on the penetration of acid and self-limited propagation of
fracture.
The pH evolution in the channel, 2D and pseudo-3D models are shown in Figures 9, 10
and 11. Cement shows different degree of acid penetration within these models, yet some
trends can be observed through comparison. Cement in pseudo-3D model undergoes deepest
and fastest penetration while the channel model has the shallowest and slowest penetration.
Another notable point is the variation of penetration depth on axial direction. In channel
model, pH penetration depth varies slightly from inlet to outlet. This is because the
experimental flow rate is relatively high compared with previous studies. If the flow rate is as
low as 10−5ml/L, then a significant variation of penetration depth as well as the porosity
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change can be observed from inlet to outlet. The penetration speed in 2D model is apparently
faster than 1D, performing a larger transition zone from pH 3.5 to 12.49. However, some
degree of speed difference from inlet to the outlet have been observed. Unlike the former two
models, the pH evolution of pseudo-3D model does not show a uniform pattern. The acid
propagation speed on the inlet is significantly higher than the outlet, and penetration depth is
deeper. In the experiment of Cao et al. (2013), the fracture opening is much smaller in outlet
than inlet. The fastest, deepest penetration occurs on the lower-left side of the cement. This is
corresponding to the high flow velocity in the fracture adjacent to this zone. The channel
model is different than the previous one.
The porosity of three models (Figures 12-14) show similar pattern of initial propagation
as the two-dimensional pH profiles. Among all of them, a notable pore closure could be
observed with various degree, speed and distribution. From simple channel to pseudo-3D,
numerical results show increasing alternation depth while the direction of porosity change is
different. In channel model, the porosity initially increases near fracture wall, and after
approximately 5 hours a narrow zone of porosity decrease is observed adjacent to the
increasing zone. This zone later propagated faster than the porosity increasing zone,
indicating that precipitation of calcite has outweighed the dissipation of portlandite and
calcite.
In 2D model, the flow field is complicated yet more uniform than pseudo-3D. Porosity
increase is larger (up to approximately 35-38%), with deeper penetration of the increasing
zone. Meanwhile, more area of cement undergoes slightly decrease after an initial increase in
the first 24 hours, especially cement area near porosity increasing zone. After 48 hours,
porosity increase begins on the interface between unaltered zone and porosity decrease zone.
This could be probably caused by the dissolution of calcite product.
In pseudo-3D model, a large area of porosity increase (from 15% to more than 40%)
focuses on the middle-inlet cement zone adjacent to fracture, in accordance to the acid
penetration. On the other hand, the decrease of porosity becomes significant (from 20% to
less than 15%) and localized after two days. They are more likely to occur at the interface
between porosity increase zone and unaltered cement. This self-sealing behavior is
significant near the inlet, while little porosity decrease is observed near the outlet. Also, a
more steady penetration and mineral dissolution are indicated by the porosity increase.
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Figure 9. pH evolution maps obtained from reactive transport simulations using the simple channel
model, with average flow rate of 2ml/min.
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Figure 10. pH evolution maps obtained from reactive transport simulations using the 2D model, with
average flow rate of 2ml/min.
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Figure 11. pH evolution maps obtained from reactive transport simulations using the pseudo-3D
model, with average flow rate of 2ml/min.
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Figure 12. Porosity evolution maps obtained from reactive transport simulations using the simple
channel model, with average flow rate of 2ml/min.
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Figure 13. Porosity evolution maps obtained from reactive transport simulations using the 2D model,
with average flow rate of 2ml/min.
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Figure 14. Porosity evolution maps obtained from reactive transport simulations using the pseudo-3D
model, with average flow rate of 2ml/min.
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Comparing the pH propagation with porosity evolution, it is apparent that faster pH
penetration into cement results in deeper porosity change. However, pH penetration does not
directly correlated to either porosity increase or decrease. The area of porosity change
expands with the increasing complexity of fracture and flow field. Both localized porosity
increase and decrease could be observed during the simulation. This discovery is consistent
with the observations in many previous studies.

5.1.2 Axial Evolution of Cement Porosity and pH
To better evaluate the axial variation of cement degradation, the original pH and porosity
are averaged on all the cement cells transverse the axial direction. These results are shown in
Figure 15 as the “collapsed” version of two-dimensional profiles in Figure 9-14. Both the
porosity and pH in simple channel model evolve uniformly along the axial direction (Figure
15A and 15D). The pH decreases fast in the beginning, and then become steady after one day.
Porosity changes from 15% to approximately 16.7% with decreasing speed. It is notifiable that
on day 8, the porosity is slightly smaller than the maximum porosity the model has reached.
This has solidified our explanation that fractured cement with uniform geometry and flow field
could perform both self-sealing and self-limiting behaviors. Diffusive transport in deeper
cement would result in the enlarging of calcite precipitation zone, therefore limit the reaction
and cement corrosion.
Porosity and pH in 2D model have an oscillating pattern from the inlet to the outlet. The
pH of 2D model decreases much faster than simple channel model from 11.49 to a minimum
of 4.00. This could be explained by the fracture complexity that increase the surface area and
accelerate diffusive transport under equivalent flow condition. With the propagation of time,
pH distribution along axial direction has become more non-uniform. On day 8, the pH of 2D
model reaches its minimum at both the inlet and the outlet, while a convex pattern occurs from
5mm to 25mm. As for porosity profiles, Figure 15B show a larger increase than simple channel
model as well, reaching a maximum of approximately 19.5% at the final stage. It is notable
that some parts on the axial directions begin to undergo a general porosity decrease after 2 days,
such as the cement zones near 5mm and 27mm. These zones have a narrower fracture aperture
as shown in Figure 6, which possibly contributes to the faster flow velocity and consequently
earlier start of mineral dissolution.
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Figure 15C and Figure 15F present pseudo-3D model with the highest spatial variation of
porosity and pH. The pH undergoes a process opposite to 2D model within the first two days,
that it drops fastest in the middle zone (10mm-25mm) and slower near the inlet and outlet.
After that period, pH change on the inlet and outlet begins while becoming steady in the middle
zone. From 10mm to 15mm, a jump is formed with higher pH on the inlet side, which deviates
the common results that inlet pH should be lower. This could be explained by the unpenetrated
area at the bottom-right corner, indicating that low flow velocity has impeded the penetration
in this area. Yet, the overall pH dropping pseudo-3D model is greater than 2D with faster speed.
In accordance to the pH drop, the porosity increase of pseudo-3D is the greatest among all
the three models, reaching maximum 25% at the final stage. Porosity increase concentrate on
the zones near the inlet (0-20mm). However, inlet porosity only undergoes minor increase and
the peak area locates near the middle, as shown in the darkest line of Figure 15C. This is also
consistent with the two-dimensional plots (Figure 14). Since pH drops fastest in the
corresponding region shown in Figure 7, faster and deeper penetration of acid is seemingly
correlated to the degree of cement pore enlarging. Another notable observation in the pseudo3D axial distribution plot is the porosity decrease after two days. The porosity decrease initially
starts in the axial location ranging from 5mm to 10mm, then can be observed among the entire
axial length. This indicates that cement pore can still be sealed under higher volumetric flow
rate condition with complex fracture geometry.
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Figure 15. Axial evolution profile of cement porosity and pH, the scale of each plot is different. (A)
Channel model porosity; (B) 2D model porosity; (C) pseudo-3D model porosity (D) Channel model pH;
(E) 2D model pH; (F) pseudo-3D model pH

5.1.3 Cement Evolution under Various Flow Rates
The effect of volumentric flow rate on pH and porosity evolution was also investigated
with the channel, 2D and pseudo-3D model. Unlike permeability, pH and porosity are scalars
and could be arithmetically averaged by the cells within entire model. Thus the variation of pH
and porosity in three models are eliminated by averaging method to simplify the analysis. All
the simulations are conducted with the same initial condition except volumetric flow rate and
flow rate. Since fracture flow is laminar during CFD simulation, the flow velocity fields in
each model (simple channel, 2D and pseudo-3D) have different magnitudes proportional to the
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volumetric flow rate.

Figure 16. Cement porosity and pH evolution profiles under various flow rate, the scale of each plot is
different. Channel model porosity; (B) 2D model porosity; (C) pseudo-3D model porosity; (D) Channel
model pH; (E) 2D model pH; (F) pseudo-3D model pH

Figure 16 presents the porosity and pH evolution under various flow rates according to
each fractured cement models. Channel flow model, 2D model and pseudo-3D model are
arrayed from left to right. All of them show similar trends on pH and porosity evolution, and
the evolution profiles within each plot become more similar with the increase of flow rate. On
the other hand, sensibility of these models on flow rate increases with fracture and flow field
complexity. This could be revealed by comparing the difference of each value at the end of
time under various flow rate between the results of three types of models.
The pH change within three models are presented by Figure 16D-F. Acid concentration
drop with decreasing speed and finally reaches its minimum at the end. Although pH
continuously decrease with most of the flow rates, all the three models have a short period (2040hours) of pH increase under the lowest flow rate (0.000002ml/min), presented by the
shallowest curve in the plots. As for the final pH value, Pseudo-3D model shows the lowest
under all the flow rates compared with channel and 2D model, since it has the most complex
fracture geometry and flow field close to the original experiment. However, the patterns of pH
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drop curves changes gradually from lowest to highest flow rate in pseudo-3D, while the curve
of lowest flow rate has an apparently different pattern with the other curves in simple channel
model.
Unlike pH evolution, there is a notable difference in porosity evolution in response to flow
rate. In Figure 16A-C, the average porosity of all the models undergoes an early period of sharp
increase (cement dissolution), followed by a decrease in porosity (mineral precipitation) and
then, a late-time period that gradually follows either increase or decrease in porosity. These
results are evidence of the sensitivity of the fracture self-healing; e.g. mineral precipitation
leading to fracture closure, or self-limiting gapping behavior to the existing flowing conditions.
With the increase of flow rate, the slope of the porosity-time and self-sealing behavior becomes
less obvious. However, this trend will reach its limit with the increase of flow rate. After the
slopes become flat, convex shape could still appear and even become more apparent in the
curves representing highest flow rate (32ml/min). This porosity drop is especially significant
in pseudo-3D model, that the porosity in the flat region is less than the porosity of slower flow
rate (16ml/min). This could indicate that defected cement matrix could still retain seal-healing
characteristic under higher flow rate, probably even more significant. Many previous studies
have supported this result, and in Cao’s original experiment, this nature is also observed within
cement that the fracture opening speed decrease with time and reaches maximum after 8 days.
In another study recently published by Leo et al. (2016), the effect of channel fracture width
and flow rate on cement degradation are numerically analyzed based on the experiment of
Kutchko et al. (2007). Their results show that a faster initial volumetric flow rate renders a
faster replenishment of carbonic acid thus could result in fracture opening. Besides, the effect
of residence time and initial channel aperture on fracture evolution was quantitatively
examined, showing that shorter residence time and larger aperture will result in fracture
opening, while the opposite leads to fracture closure. Though the fracture width is not constant,
the conclusion of Leo et al. (2016) is qualitatively consistent with the analysis on flow rate in
this work. Yet according to Leo el al. (2016), the porosity should have undergone continuous
increase in the simple channel model under the lowest flow rate. This could further support our
findings that the complexity of fracture geometry can significantly increase the sensibility of
cement degradation on volumetric flow rate. Also, the geometric complexity of fracture
contributes to the acceleration and degree of fracture geometry and porosity evolution as shown
in Figure 15.
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5.2 CHEMO-PORO ANALYSIS IN CHANNEL MODEL
With the simplest fracture geometry and flow field, channel model in this work is
developed to understand the spatial-temporal evolution of cement-fracture system on the
direction vertical to the core length in the experiment. In section 5.1, channel models in
Figure 9 have shown slight difference of pH and porosity on axial direction, which means
that the dimension of channel model could be properly diminished to one by averaging
method. Thus, detailed spatial distribution of pH, mineral contents (portlandite, calcite, CSH
and silica) and porosity can be analyzed as shown in Figure 17. Since the distribution is
symmetric along the fracture, only the right hand side of the model (13.3mm-26.25mm) has
been plotted. Fracture zone is on the left part and could be indicated by the 100% porosity
area at the initial time.
Three cases with flow rates equal to 0.2ml/min (Figure 16A-E), 2ml/min (Figure 16F-J)
and 4ml/min (Figure 16K-O) are shown from upper to lower part. They have shown slight
difference on the transverse distribution of cement properties, indicating that flow velocity
within fracture is insensitive within this range. This is consistent with the zero-dimensional
studies in Figures 14A and D, which shows higher flow rate will not affect the reactive
transport within cement as much as lower flow rate. Yet, the results with a larger flow rate
difference could be different. They are obtained under the assumption of fixed fracture
domain and flow field, probably not applicable when Darcy flow become non-negligible and
advection become significant in cement zone.
To some extent, the results show consistency with similar study of validity of Brunet et
al (2013) which matched the experiment of Kutchko et al (2007). The reactive networks, rate
laws and transport equations are similar to the work of Brunet et al. (2013) and Cao et al.
(2013), only with difference on flow field, porosity and initial mineral compositions. In
Brunet’s work, two cases with different initial porosity and portlandite content (case 1:
porosity 10%, portlandite 30%; case2: porosity 20%, portlandite 5%). In this work, the initial
porosity is 15% and portlandite composes 15% of the total mineral volume fraction, and
consequently, the plots show a series of intermediate shapes between the two cases in Brunet
et al (2013).
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The propagation of low pH and calcite precipitation zone as well as the depletion of
portlandite are observed. Propagation speed is higher in the beginning, then reduce and show
a steady propagation profile in the transition zone. The increase of cement porosity is limited
to a focused area near fracture zone, while porosity in far zone of cement matrix decreases
with steady speed of zonal penetration. This could demonstrate that with a high flow rate,
reactive transport within cement could still be self-limited and reach equilibrium.
While the validity of our reactive transport model could be supported by the numerical
study of Brunet et al. (2013), some differences have been found. First, CSH composition
changes slightly in this work. It is not consistent with Brunet’s work, but some previous
studies supported this result by observing similar phenomenon and demonstrating that
portlandite should be the main reactant of cement before it is depleted (Watson and Bachu,
2009; Rutqvist, 2012; Carey 2013). Also, Table 1 shows that the kinetic rate of CSH is
0.0001 slow as portlandite, indicating that CSH cannot undergo significant alternation under
a small time scale. Another difference is the significant faster propagation speed of pH,
portlandite and calcite, which reach more than 3mm penetration within 8 days. It could be
potentially explained by the relatively higher flow rate, since in the models of Brunet et al.
(2013) only diffusion has been taken into account.
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Figure 17. Spatial profiles for three channel model cases. Flow rate have no significant influence on
the profile. The original portlandite content is 21% (between 5% and 30%) and porosity is 15% (between
20% and 30%), showing consistency with the results of Brunet et al. (2013).
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5.3 COMPARATIVE STUDY ON VOID VOLUME CHANGE
A comparative analysis of the evolution of fracture void volume between experimental
and simulated results reveals a drastic mismatch of volume calculations, which further
supports the critical role of fracture geometry and flow field representation in the predictions
obtained from reactive flow simulations. To analysis the fracture propagation is impossible in
this simulation, because both the fracture flow field and geometry are assumed to be fixed.
Only the total void volume including both the fracture and cement pore can be calculated
thus comparable between the simple channel model, 2D model and pseudo-3D mode. We
define a uniform, dimensionless scalar to evaluate the total void volume, which is expressed
by the follow equation:
𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑚

𝑁𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑉𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 = ∑ 𝜙𝑖 𝑉𝑐,𝑖 + ∑ 𝑉𝑐,𝑗
𝑖=1

(11)

𝑗=1

where 𝑉𝑐,𝑖 is the actual volume of ith three-dimensional cubic cell or two-dimensional grid,
𝜙𝑖 is the porosity of cell i, 𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑚 and 𝑁𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 are the total number of cement cells and fracture
cells. All the cells in these models are two-dimensional. Figure 18 presents the calculation
result of the normalized total void volume evolution of simple channel, 2D and pseudo-3D
model from A to C. They show significant difference on magnitude, oscillation pattern and
propagation speed of cement degradation. From simple channel model to pseudo-3D model,
both the oscillation and magnitude of volume increase become larger, where final total void
volumes reach a maximum of 1.0146, 1.1 and 1.245 time to the original. While simple
channel model undergoes continuous and uniform volume increase, self-sealing behavior can
be observed in both 2D and pseudo-3D model in some region, especially the area near the
outlet. While in 2D model the oscillation pattern from inlet to the outlet is similar, pseudo-3D
model has a larger void volume increase in the outlet. All the three plots show similar trends
with the axial distribution of porosity in Figure 15C.
Figure 19A presents the normalized fracture volume profiles along the axial direction
reported by Cao et. al (2013). A drastic dismatch is apparent between the experimental results
and numerical results in Figure 18. The actual fracture becomes 8 times than the initial
volume after core-flooding experiment, while the simulation is less than 1.5. Since the
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fracture volume may not be comparable with the total pore volume of models, another
attempt have been made to match the simulation with experimental results. As shown in
Figure 19B, the normalized total pore volume is calculated combing both the experimental
fracture volume and cement matrix simulation. The total void volumes of fracture and
original cement pore are calculated and normalized based on the three-dimensional,
segmented CT binary data. During the evolution, the average cement porosity on each axial
location is assumed to be the averaged cement porosity calculated in pseudo-3D model,
represented by Figure 15C. The results in Figure 19B show a similar pattern with Figure 15C
since fracture volume is much less than cement pore volume. Also, the porosity distribution
curves in Figure 19A and Figure 19B have a similar trend from inlet and outlet, yet the
dismatch is still too large to validate the geometric model. Those above attempts for
comparisons indicate that fixed fracture geometry and flow field are not good assumptions in
fracture-involved reactive transport simulation, while many current numerical simulators
cannot update fixed velocity field. Various studies support this indication (Wigand et al,
2009; Wenning et al, 2009; Um et al, 2014; Huerta et al, 2013, 2015), that fracture evolution
during cement degradation could strongly alter the flow field, and porosity increase in some
area is as significant as up to 50% and could induce Darcy flow into those diffusiondominated zones. On the other hand, those results also indicate that the dimension of fracture
and flow field complexity have a significant influence on the simulation results of defected
cement degradation. This could be explained by the significant effect of surface area on
mineral reactions. Pseudo-3D model with best quality tends to preserver the trends of cement
porosity profile most similar with the actual one compared with simple channel model and
2D, qualitatively. Also the magnitude is the still inaccurate. Although the accurate threedimensional field could be achieved and the chemical kinetics are proved to be valid, all of
the observation above show that more effort should be put on the numerical representation of
three-dimensional fracture geometry. Also, the flow field should be updated dynamically in
order to increase the accuracy of cement degradation prediction.
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Figure 18. Normalized total void volume of simulated results, (A) channel model, (B) 2D model, (C)
pseudo-3D model. From shallowest to deepest color, the lines represent: 1 day, 3 day, 5 day, 7 day and 8
day.

Figure 19. Normalized total void volume (A) fracture volume of Cao et al.(2013); (B) pseudo-3D
cement pore plus the fracture volume of Cao et al. (2013).
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The results of this work have revealed the strong relevance between cement degradation
and the complexity of fracture geometry and flow field under various CO2-brine flow
conditions. Through computational flow dynamics and dimensional analysis, cubic law has
been proved to be incapable to describe fracture flow in this problem. In this situation, flow
rate has significant impact on the evolution of fractures and pores within cement.
The increase of fracture geometry and flow field complexity could apparently aggravate
the chemical degradation of cement, especially acid penetration and a porosity increase.
Though the 2D velocity field was configured with actual volumetric flow rate, the degree of
cement alteration is much lesser than the alternation in pseudo-three-dimensional model. The
patterns of pH penetration and porosity increase is also more homogeneous in twodimensional velocity model than pseudo-3D one, reflecting that the velocity field within
fracture could significantly affect chemical alternation within cement zone. After 8 days, both
pseudo-3D and 2D models show certain degree of porosity decrease within cement near
fracture areas, which could potentially contribute to the self-limiting and self-sealing
behavior. Cement degradation occurs faster near inlet than outlet, both the porosity increase
and decrease. This is consistent with the precipitation and dissolution rates of calcite and
silica in different zones.
The increase of flow rate could change fractured cement from self-sealing to selflimiting behavior, contributing to the porosity increase and fracture opening during chemical
degradation. The increase of porosity is limited. Even as the aperture is as large as millimeter
level and volumetric flow rate could be as high as 32ml/min, porosity could still reach a
maximum level, since the precipitation of calcite could limit the reactive transport. In some
cases, porosity could slightly decrease after a certain periods of increase. In addition, the
sensitivity of cement degradation to flow rate could be positively affected by the complexity
of fracture geometry and flow field. In three models, generally, pseudo-3D model undergoes
the largest and deepest cement alternation, also the localized porosity decrease that lead to
the self-limited reactive transport could be reached faster and more significant.
The error in prediction on cement alternation relative to experimental deviation is caused
by the fixed geometry and velocity field. The fracture flow has been accurately calculated
through CFD and reactive transport simulation on channel flow model have shown the
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validity of reaction kinetics. However, all the simulation results have significant deviation
from the experimental data, reflected by the total void volume evolution. Fracture opening
due to chemical dissolution is not modeled in this work for Crunchflow cannot update
imported velocity field. Because fracture opening could change the cement-fracture boundary
and advection would later replace diffusion-dominated transport in the same location,
precipitation rate of calcite and amphibious silica in the experiment should be much larger
than in the model. In spite of the discrepancies observed between the simulated and
experimental results, it is apparent that pseudo-3D model has the most similar pattern with
the experimental results. Also, comparison between different projection methods of void
volume have demonstrated that inducing another dimension would significantly alter the
reacting area thus changing the simulation result of cement degradation.
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7. FUTURE WORK
We suggest that a full three-dimensional reactive transport simulator be developed to
investigate cement degradation with more accuracy for future work. It should be capable to
represent the dynamic update of flow field and fracture domain, based on both Darcy’s law
and Navier-Stokes equations. The full coupling of those flow equations with species transport
equations may not be approached due to the calculation cost, but it is potentially feasible to
develop a segregated solver decoupling flow calculation and reactive transport to guarantee
the convergence without significant loss of accuracy. Another suggestion is to further
examine the permeability evolution of cement, which was not completed in this work since
the flow fields in the work are not affected by cement permeability. It is necessary to
understand how much fracture opening contributes to the permeability evolution, while the
current permeability evolution model in CrunchFlow may be oversimplified for complex
reaction network (Brunet et al, 2013). Its validity under the presence of fracture also remains
to be examined. From the comparison between static simulation and dynamic experimental
results in this work, we expect the fracture propagation to be the main cause of permeability
increase during cement degradation instead of the pore opening within cement matrix.
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APPENDIX A – MATLAB CODES
1. init.m
% Initialization
% Instruction: First run init.m, then GenerateScript.m
% Load the binary matrix representing CT data
dat=load('C:\Users\Tianji\Documents\MATLAB\CT_frac_corrected_wet.mat');
data=dat.Avizo_CT_core_corrected_Day1_mat;
rdat=upscale_3D(data,75,80);
clear dat data;

2. upscale_3D.m
% Refine the binary matrix shown in Figure 2
function [scaledmat, frac_ind]=upscale_3D(data, radius, len)
%upscale the point cloud 3D matrix, return a smaller 3D matrix, and a
%fracture index
dat=imresize(data,[radius,radius]);
datfin=zeros(radius,radius,len);
for i=1:1:radius
face=dat(i,:,:);
facetr(:,:)=face;
facetr1=imresize(facetr,[radius,len]);
datfin(i,:,:)=facetr1;
end
CCdat = bwconncomp(datfin,6);
index=CCdat.PixelIdxList{1};
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rdat=zeros(radius,radius,len);
rdat(index)=1;
scaledmat=rdat;
frac_ind=index;
end

3. Generatescript.m
% Generate the TCL scripts (Curvelist.tcl) that could print section curves in ICEM-CFD
fp=fopen(['Curvelist.tcl'],'w');
tclscript='';
tclcrvlist='';
tclcrvlist2='';
tcl_curve='';
tcl_namecurve='';
nn=1;
for i=1:1:1
surface=rdat(:,:,i);
if i>1
if ssim_index(255*rdat(:,:,i),255*rdat(:,:,nn))>=0.925
continue;
end
end
[T,X,Y,edge,tol]=delaunay_section(surface,i,5);
%ratio
ratio=0.01;
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[tcl_curve,tcl_namecurve] = print_sectioncurve_bsp(edge,[X Y],i,3);
tcl_fracname=['FRAC',int2str(i)];
tclscript=[tclscript,tcl_curve];
tclcrv0=tcl_namecurve;
display([int2str(i),' ',num2str(tol)]);
nn=i;
tclcrvlist2=[tclcrvlist2,'CRV',int2str(i),' '];
end
fprintf(fp,tclscript);
fclose(fp);

4. print_sectioncurve_bsp.m
function [tcl_curvecmdstring,tcl_namecurvestring] =
print_sectioncurve_bsp(edge_sorted,pts,num_layer,fac)
%form tcl/tk script file of each cross section curve,return a series of string;
result='';
%fp=fopen(['curve',int2str(num_layer),'.tcl'],'w+');
name_list='';
fin=length(edge_sorted);
ratio=1;
%each line of curve
result=['ic_geo_cre_bsp_crv_n_pnts FC CRVS',int2str(num_layer),' {'];
for i=1:1:length(edge_sorted)
xyz1=[pts(edge_sorted(i,1),:) num_layer*fac];
xyz2=[pts(edge_sorted(i,2),:) num_layer*fac];
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xyz1=xyz1*ratio;
xyz2=xyz2*ratio;
result_line=[' {','',num2str(xyz1(1)),' ',num2str(xyz1(2)),' ',num2str(xyz1(3)),' ','} '];
result=[result, result_line];
end
result=[result, '{',num2str(xyz2(1)),' ',num2str(xyz2(2)),' ',num2str(xyz2(3)),'} }', '\n '];
tcl_curvecmdstring=result;
tcl_namecurvestring='';
end

5. Delaunay_section.m
function [SimpleTri,Xres,Yres, edge_res, tol] = delaunay_section(surface,Z,max_tol)
%form a conncected, simplified delaunay results from 2D point cloud cross section
matrix
%return: Tresult,
%Step1: form delaunay triangles
[X,Y]=find(surface==1);
T=delaunay(X,Y);
edges = unique(sort([T(:,1) T(:,2); T(:,2) T(:,3);T(:,1) T(:,3)],2),'rows','first');
%Step2: find all the edges and calculate the distance
distance=sqrt(abs((X(edges(:,1))-X(edges(:,2))).^2+(Y(edges(:,1))-Y(edges(:,2))).^2));
max_tol=max(distance);
T_res=T;
%Step2:

delete face/edges by distance

while isconnect_2Dtri(T)==1
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T_res=T;
index_edge=logical(distance>max_tol);
if isempty(find(index_edge==1))==1
max_tol=max_tol-0.02;
continue;
end
del_edge=edges(index_edge,:);
%map between edges and faces
%first create edge pairs with all order
T=sort(T,2);
del_edge=sort(del_edge,2);
%Then loop for triangles should be deleted
for j=1:1:size(del_edge,1)
T1=T(:,1:2);
T2=T(:,1:2:3);
T3=T(:,2:3);
del_T=ismember(T1,del_edge(j,:),'rows')|ismember(T2,del_edge(j,:),'rows')|ismember(T3,del
_edge(j,:),'rows');
T(del_T==1,:)=[];
end
distance(index_edge)=0;
if max_tol<=2.0
break;
else
max_tol=max_tol-0.01;
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end
end
SimpleTri=T_res;
edge_res = boundary_section([X Y],T_res);
Xres=X;
Yres=Y;
tol=max_tol;
end
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APPENDIX B – SAMPLE CRUNCHFLOW INPUT FILE
TITLE
Fractured Cement Degradation: Channel Model.
END

RUNTIME
time_units

days

timestep_max

0.1

timestep_init

3.0E-06

time_tolerance

0.01

gimrt

true

debye-huckel

true

screen_output

50

gimrt_pclevel

2

gimrt_solver

bcgs

gimrt_pc

bjacobi

database

datacom.dbs

coordinates

rectangular

END

OUTPUT
time_units

hours

spatial_profile

0.001 1 2 5 12 24 48 72 96 120 144 168 192

time_series_print

pH Ca++

END
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TRANSPORT
distance_units centimeters
time_units

second

fix_diffusion 7.0E-7
cementation_exponent 2
dispersivity 0.01 0.001
!Li and Gregory, 1974, corrected for viscosity of seawater = 0.92 viscosity of fresh
D_25 H+

8.57e-05

D_25 Ca++

0.730e-05

D_25 OH-

4.85e-05

D_25 Cl-

1.87e-05

D_25 HCO3-

1.09e-05

D_25 CO3--

0.879e-05

D_25 CO2(aq)

1.76e-05

D_25 SiO2(aq)

1.0e-05

D_25 Na+

1.22e-05

END

BOUNDARY_CONDITIONS
x_begin

CO2_saturated_brine

flux

x_end

CO2_saturated_brine

flux

y_begin

cement

flux

y_end

cement

flux
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END

INITIAL_CONDITIONS
cement 1-42 1-16
cement 1-42 40-75
fracture 1-42 17-39
END

POROSITY
porosity_update

true

END

DISCRETIZATION
distance_units millimeters
! core length
xzones 42 9.8500E-01
! core width
yzones 75 3.089e-01
END

MINERALS
! rates in log(mol/m^2/s)
Portlandite
Calcite

-label default
-label default

-rate -6.20
-rate -6.20
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CSH(1.8)

-label default

-rate -10.10

END

FLOW
time_units
distance_units

seconds
meters

space_units meters
calculate_flow
read_VelocityFile

false
tjz SingleColumn

END

TEMPERATURE
set_temperature

25.0

END

PRIMARY_SPECIES
H+
CO2(aq)
Ca++
Na+
SiO2(aq)
ClEND

SECONDARY_SPECIES
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HCO3CO3-CaCO3(aq)
CaHCO3+
OHEND

GASES
CO2(g)
END

Condition CO2_saturated_brine
units

mol/kg

temperature

25.0

pH

3.5

CO2(aq)

1.06

!CO2(aq)

0.008

Ca++

1.0E-3

Na+

charge

SiO2(aq)

1.0E-20

Cl-

0.171

END

Condition cement
units

mol/kg
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temperature

25.0

pH

12.49

CO2(aq)

1.0E-20

Ca++

1.0E-20

Na+

charge

SiO2(aq)

1.0E-20

Cl-

1.0E-20

! need to change specific surface area
! Mineral name
Portlandite
Calcite

<volume fraction>
0.13
1.0E-20

CSH(1.8)

0.72

Quartz

1.0E-20

<specific surface area> in m^2/g

specific_surface_area 16.5
specific_surface_area 1
specific_surface_area 45
specific_surface_area 1

END

Condition fracture
units

mol/kg

temperature

25.0

!pH

7

!CO2(aq)

1.0E-20

!Ca++

1.0E-20

!Na+

1.0E-20

!SiO2(aq)

1.0E-20

!Cl-

1.0E-20

pH

3.5
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CO2(aq)

1.06

!CO2(aq)

0.008

Ca++

1.0E-3

Na+

charge

SiO2(aq)

1.0E-20

Cl-

0.171

! need to change specific surface area
! Mineral name
Portlandite
Calcite

<volume fraction>
2.0E-20
2.0E-20

CSH(1.8)

1.0E-20

Quartz

1.0E-20

<specific surface area> in m^2/g
specific_surface_area 16.5

specific_surface_area 1
specific_surface_area 45
specific_surface_area 1

END
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